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Elementary Secret Love Message System 

Lover Queen
Generates ‘Rubbish-data’ (one 

set of completely random 
information that varies any time 

he sends a message) plus the 
name of a place from where love 

notes should be taken – and 
hand this over to the Messenger  

Messenger

Gets the ‘Rubbish-data’, 
scramble it with an 
engine every good spy 
knows, according to 
some Secret-Key only 
She and the Lover know 
about; she then adds 
her own ‘Rubbish-data’ 
in the process and hand 
this over to the 
Messenger

Gets the message and 
unscramble it challenged by the 

‘Rubbish-data’ the Queen added, 
using the engine with the Secret-
Key, verifying the authenticity by 
checking if his original ‘Rubbish’ 

came across / back correctly 
time



King’s Eavesdropping Attempts

Lover Queen
Generates ‘Rubbish-data’ (one 

set of completely random 
information that varies any time 

he sends a message) plus the 
name of a place from where love 

notes should be taken – and 
hand this over to the Messenger  

Gets the ‘Rubbish-data’, 
scramble it with an 
engine every good spy 
knows, according to 
some Secret-Key only 
She and the Lover know 
about; she then adds 
her own ‘Rubbish-data’ 
in the process and hand 
this over to the 
Messenger

Gets the message and 
unscramble it challenged by the 

‘Rubbish-data’ the Queen added, 
using the engine with the Secret-
Key, verifying the authenticity by 
checking if his original ‘Rubbish’ 

came across / back correctly 
time

Messenger

King

Even though he has access to 
the engine (because, by the 
way, he was the one funding 
its development in the first 

place) and looking at the 
messages exchanged by the 

lovers, gets just rubbish 



King’s Eavesdropping Attempts

Lover Queen
Generates ‘Rubbish-data’ (one 

set of completely random 
information that varies any time 

he sends a message) plus the 
name of a place from where love 

notes should be taken – and 
hand this over to the Messenger  

Gets the ‘Rubbish-data’, 
scramble it with an 
engine every good spy 
knows, according to 
some Secret-Key only 
She and the Lover know 
about; she then adds 
her own ‘Rubbish-data’ 
in the process and hand 
this over to the 
Messenger

Gets the message and 
unscramble it challenged by the 

‘Rubbish-data’ the Queen added, 
using the engine with the Secret-
Key, verifying the authenticity by 
checking if his original ‘Rubbish’ 

came across / back correctly 
time

Messenger

King

Tries to create confusion by 
copying messages from the 
Lover and placing it again to 
the Queen  Queen replies, 

but Lover gets no valid 
answer, so, until she gets a 
request for the next letter, 

she understands the last one 
was never delivered



Implementation of the Concept in all 
Stages of Tag’s Life-Cycle

Secure Tag 
Manufacturing

Unique association 
to a vehicle

At the Electronic 
Toll Plaza

1 2 3

Reader – Tag 



The Same Concept Applies to the Other 
Side: between Reader and Operator

At the Electronic 
Toll Plaza

Public and/or Private
Service-Operators

Infrastructure is shared 
among independent 

Operators (competitors): 
each one of them only 
understands data that 

belongs to their services

Operator(s) – Reader Reader – Tag 



Complete ETC System

Gov.
Tag

Indelible installation 
in a vehicle

Tag Factory

Passing by a 
ReaderPublic and/or 

Private Operators

Reader

Government:
1. Owns Tags’ Secret Keys
2. Certifies Readers and 

Operators in the System
3. Issues Keys directly to 

Tags and Readers

SAM

Automated Message System 
Readers exchange event-data 
across the system < 4 min  



VONBRAUN conceived the system and 
supported Gov. agencies and companies

● Multiple Service operators
● 59 Concessionaries
● 3,000+ ETC lanes
● 20,000 Km of Toll Roads

The basic tool is the Secure, 
Fully-Passive Tag with Advanced 
Encryption running the ‘Lover-
Queen Protocol’, which is already 
deployed with 99.99%+ Reading 
efficiency up to 250+ Km/h VONBRAUN Design 

Manufactured in Asia 
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